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Southern part of the Klyuchevskoy volcanic group (KVG) comprises two pairs of stratovolcanoes 
(Ostry Tolbachik & Plosky Tolbachik and Bolshaya Udine & Malaya Udina) and Tolbachik areal volcanic 
field. Udinsʘ volcanoes coexist with several younger extrusions. Of these ones only Plosky Tolbachik 
volcano and southern part of the Tolbachik areal volcanic field (Tolbachinsky Dol, TD) are active at the 
present time. It is assumed that stratovolcanoes are located in a single ESE-WNW zone of deep faults. The 
cinder cones and lava flow eruptive centers of TD are concentrated along the 40 km fault oriented SSW-
NNE. Plosky Tolbachik volcano has lost its independent activity in the beginning of Holocene and was 
captured by Tolbachik areal volcanic field. So now it can be considered as one of the eruptive centers of the 
areal zone.  

We present the results of the magmatic feeding system study according to the data of the 
microseismic sounding, seismotomography and local seismicity. 

In 2014-2015 in the southern part of the KGV a seismotomographic experiment was carried out: 
Kamchatkan regional seismic network was supplemented by temporary seismic stations (Koulakov et al., 
2017). Due to this, it became possible to construct a tomographic model under Tolbachik and in vicinity. In 
this model, three main feeding channels or magma supplies were distinguished. Supply I is located under the 
central part of TD (under area of Northern breakthrough of the 1975-1976 Tolbachik eruption). Supply II is 
located directly under the Plosky Tolbachik edifice and on depth 15-20 km it deviates towards the north to 
Bezymyanny and Klyuchevskoy volcanoes, that may indicate, that these three volcanoes feed from the same 
deep zone. Supply III was detected in the area of the Udina volcanoes. 

In 2010-2015 the structure of magmatic system of Tolbachik areal volcanic field was studied by the 
method of low-frequency microseismic sounding (MSM) (Kugaenko et al., 2018). The main goal of this 
study was direct on the central part of the Tolbachik Dol (area of the 1975 fissure eruption) and the foot of 
Plosky Tolbachik volcano (area of the 2012-2013 fissure eruption). These studies make it possible to detail 
the structure of Supply I and the feeding channels of the Holocene fissure eruptions. In this way beneath 
three different-age fissure breakthroughs in the central part TD we detected ordered supply system: the 
subvertical magma conduits located close together with the magmatic reservoirs at the depths of 6ï9 and 
1.5ï4 km. The mutual positions of the roots of these fissure breakthroughs allows basalts moving different 
paths to rise to the surface which can explain the simultaneous supply of the basalts with different 
composition onto the surface during a single eruption. It is shown that the elements of the magmatic feeding 
system beneath the three studied fissure breakthroughs are similar to each other. The fact that the results are 
reproduced along the three profiles testifies to the real existence of the revealed deep structures. Hence, it can 
be hypothesized that the regularity is revealed in the configuration of the feeding systems of the eruptions in 
the central part of the TD.  

Supply II configuration is in good correspondence with seismic activization (Kugaenko et al., 2015) 
and seismicity migration (Caudron et al., 2015) prior the 2012-2013 eruption. The MSM study in the region 
of the 2012ï2013 eruption has shown that its sloping feeding conduit rises from beneath the Ploskii 
Tolbachik volcano from a depth of 1ï4 km which corresponds to the intrusion of the radial dike. The area of 
the magmatic chamber that fed this eruption is poorly expressed in the MSM sections, probably indicating its 
degradation after the completion of the eruptive process (upper part of Supply II).  

In vicinity of Supply III (area of the Udina volcanoes) in 2017-2018 seismic activization has been 
recorded for the first time during instrumental seismological observations (October 2017 ï summer 2018). 
As in the case of preparation of the 2012-2013 Tolbachik eruption (Agust-November 2012), only weak 
earthquakes (M < 3) are recorded in Udina area. The range of earthquake depth (mostly H < 10 km) 
corresponds to a possible peripheral magmatic chamber (Timerbaeva, 1967). The earthquake cloud 
corresponds to the ESE-WNW fracture, single for the Udina and Tolbachik volcanoes. 

 
Thus, the 1975 and 2012-2013 Tolbachik Fissure eruptions occurred in the essentially different parts 

of the Tolbachik Dol. Identified by MSM and seismotomography, the transcrust supplied column under the 
central section of the Tolbachik areal volcanic field assumes a direct mantle feeding of the fissure eruptions. 
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In contrast to the feeding zone of the 2012-2013 eruption, the magma reservoirs and feeding conduits 
beneath the central part of TD are clearly visualized on the MSM sections. This indicates that in the southern 
part of the KVG, in the Earthôs crust there is a transcrustal pipe where magmatic melt can persist even in the 
long absence of the eruptions. 

Seismic activization in the area of Udina volcanoes, which occurred a few years after the Tolbachik 
eruption, confirms the location of these volcanoes on a single fissured zone. Perhaps their igneous feeding 
systems are interconnected. 

The magmatic chamber under Plosky Tolbachik is not distinguished either by seismotography, or by 
MSM.   
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